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^-Canonical Field Quantization in an External 

л ' ̂ Time-Dependent Gravitational Field: Restric-
^ tions from the General Properties of Feynman 

-propagator 
i The Green functions of the quantum scalar field inte
racting with gravitation of the homogeneous isotropic clo
sed Universe are studied.They have been determined as an 
expectation value of the time-ordered product of two field 
operators in the cyclic states of various,in general,unita 
ry-nonequivalent representations of canonical commutation 
relations. The regularity properties of these functions are 
showntobe the same as of the Feynman propagator obtained 
Jit '"' ""I for arbitrary Riemannian space-time only in the 
representations that form a class of unitary equivalence. 
- The investigation has been performed at the 
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I» Introduction 

The quantum theory of the field interacting with the 
time-dependent external I i.e.,given olasalo) field or souroe 
Is ol' great interest both for considerations of particular 
phyaioal systems and as a linear quantum field model with real 
prooesees of partial a oreation and annihilation» 

However, to describe suoh a system in general there Is no 
unique or distinguished way analogous to the familiar Fock 
second quantization for free quantum fields» The origin 
of this non-uniqueness is the time variation of external 
conditions and following from this energy non-conservation for 
the quantum field. 

Till we deal with statlo external oonditlons the traditio
nal scheme of canonical quantization enables us to construct 
the espeolal representation of oanonical commutation relations(CCB) 
in the Fook apaoe in whloh the Hamlltonlan of the quantum field 
ia diagonal. It is lust the Fook representation. If we formally 
ohange the oreation operators Ci and the annihilation 
operators Ci of the Fook representation by means of a Bogo-

C~* > Г S ! 

ct-A J 'cJ'* fe.^cj ( 1 ) 

x ) Bere I, j are oolleotive lndioes for all possible 
quantum numbers. 
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then we obtain a new representation In the spaoe with the oyolio 
r— 

veotor 4 о defined by the equation 

in which the Ilarailtonian Is not diagonal. In this sense the new 
representation Is not as good as the original Fook one and at 
the ваше tine It la n.<t unitary equivalent without strong 

* i & i restrictions on the coefficients Ль1, Di. , 
Under tine-dependent external conditions there Is no 

representation in whloh the Hamiltonian Is diagonal for all 
moments of time. One can only oonstxuot a set of equally good 
( or equally bad) quasi-Fook representations of whloh'creation" 
and "annihilation" operators are oonneoted Ъу transformations 
of the type of Eq. (1). So in this oase the problem arises of 
ohoioe of a representation in which the time development of 
the system should be considered. If the external field ( or 
source) vanishes or at least becomes static In the remote past 
and future then there exist two special representations such 
that the Hamiltonian is diagonal for t-»*oe in one representa
tion and for t —» - »o in the other. In this case there is a ole — 
ar oorpusaular interpretation of initial and final state 
veators for t -» * e e respectively and the problem is 
reduced to determination of the unitary connection between 
themi i.e.,to the calculation of S-oatrix If it exists ( see, 
e.g. ) • However( the S^natrlx approach is Inadequate i 
for description of the Interaction with external gravitation 
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In the framework of general relativity» In this ease the problem 
of oholae of a representation of CCR becomes unavoidable. 

One mleht attempt to extraot Information on the 
dynamos of the quantum-field in time-dependent external con
ditions from quantum Green functions, for example, f»om the 
Feynman propagator ti^Cx, jc'J .For the free field ( nonln-
teraotlng at all) these funotions may be determined without 
referenoe to the oanonioal quantisation but an analogous 
procedure In the case under consideration does not lead to any 
unique result. 

The most general nay to determine G> (X,JCO o r the causal 
Green function W c <*,xM — t G P <*, x'J xs based on the 
analytic continuation into the complex plane of the so-called 
elementary solution w (*.*'J of the field equations. 
However, the elementary solution Itself is determined up to 
an arbitrary two-point regular solution (re(.x,x'J of the Held 
equations, I.e.,only Its singularities are determined uniquely 
and the same may be said about (TP (*,*V . if the external 
field vanishes sufficiently rapidly for t -••» ± <*= 
one may hope to fix G0 C*, x'J by the requirement of 
asymptotic coinoldenoe of (r f( J t, x'J with its expression 
for the free field.- In the general 'case Gv '-л,*'J stays 
arbitrary. A priori the arbitrariness in Gf(.x,x'J is not 
necessarily equivalent to that In the choice of CCR representa
tion. The present paper is devoted Just to comparison of the 
oanonloal formallog and the Oreen function in this aspect far 
a partloular ease of interaction of the quantum soalar field 
with an external gravitational field. A:, the latter we 
take the oosmologloal field of the homogeneoue isotropic closed 
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universe. In general relatlvistio terms we oonsidar the quantum 
theory of a scalar field in the olosad homogeneous isotropio 
space-time ( denote it as Нё/д,4 ). Apparently> in this ease 
the S-*iatrix approach is the most in appropriate one. At the 
same time the system Is of "applied" interest since in a vicinity 
of oosmologioal ( big-bang) singularities the quantum pair 
oreation by the nonstationary gravitational field had possibly 
an essential influence an evolution of the Universe ' . 
Construction and oomparlson of some olasees of representations of 
ССП is considerably simplified In N 3t,3 i n view of exlstenoe 
of the group of motions Isomorphic to 0(4)• At last» as the 
space is closed we may use only disorete quantum numbers for 
description of quasi-one-partiole states and thus avoid «volume" 
divergences when comparing various representations. 

In Sea.2 we dlsouss what is the general form that the 
Feynman propagator should have in on arbitrary curved spaoe-tlme 
and to what extent the propagator is arbitrary. In Seo.3 the 
oononioal field quantization in He'i.j is dlsoussed briefly. 
It results in a great olass of 0(4) Invariant quasl-Fock repre
sentations of CCR whioh In general are not unitary equivalent. 
In every representation one may introduce a propagator as the 
expectation value of the two time-ordered Helsenberg field 
operators in the oyolic state. Then in See.4 properties of these 
expectation values are oompared with the general requirements 
for the Feynman propagator of See 2 and there we prove that the 
representations in whloh the requirements are fulfilled form 
a olass of unitary equivalence. This is the main result of the 
paper. 
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2, Stricture of the Feynman propagator In 
the ourved spaoe-tlme 

In papers' * ' for the Feynman propagator of scalar 

f ie ld In an arbitrary ourved spaoe-tlme ( V [ ^ ) with signature -2 

the following general expression Is given 

i l A . i / and W being symmetric funotlona of .T and .'х-' , 

are defined as follows '. 

j£2 i s the geodesic Interval between Or and A - ' 
( i . e . , one half the square of distance along the geodesic 
l i n e ) . For a fixed №' the equation 

( 3 ) 

determines the light conoid of the point X1 that Is 
the loous of all null geodesies radiating from ,f • 
We shall denote It by <£C(az') . л 1 satisfies the 
equation 

and the Initial condition iim 

Here and further all differentiations refer to the 'variab
le X. 
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The lunation Д1%л'^ ооеув the aquation 

whore' V t I s the oovariant derivative. The In i t ia l condi
tion for Д 1» u,»i £<pc,r')rt. 

Equations for v and U' result from a fiold equa
tion. As the l a t t e r we prefer to adopt the aonfovmal-oova-
riant ( for ••x1 =0) Generalisation of special re la t iv ia t lo 
I'-ock-jUcln-uorilon equat ionJ 1 0 » 1 1 ' 

R being the soalar curvature - . Then 

(u *•§-•• I* 1 J v » e , (7) 

Expression (R) i s obtained by means of the correct ( i . e . , 
resulting in the same singularit ies on £Q(x*) as in the f l a t 
spaoa-time case) analytic continuation of the elementary solu
t i o n ' 5 1 to complex plane in £1 { see a l s o ' ' ) . Of course, 
the analytic continuation i s oorreot only provided lA*\ *'' 
and W\--t ,v') are suff ic ient ly Tegular on . Thua, i / i s /v ' j 

x) 
However, the result of the paper i s val id for the 
theory with the traditional soalar f i e l d equationiО * "•* ' "'- U 
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and oJcx .xJ should be sought in t h e form 

ld\x,x'.i- £ г 1 Г л » , « Ш \ х , х ' | СЮ) 
«.•о 

with ч̂ > and ъ<Я> regular on Я/ С (.«-'J , Then s u b s t i t u t i o n 
of these s e r i e s i n to BqB. (7) and (8) gives a syr.tem of 
reourrent equations for Vej-ч \T„, ... and for '"Л, •., WH, : 

Э*Лац(д-^Л) + сп+1)4̂ «1Г»= - ^ г ( . а * | +т»)чГи.1 
dp) 

All IT- 5 are determined uniquely by system (13) taken as o. 
whole beoause the Integration constant for iTn is fixed by the 
equation for "Vf«»i < On the oontrary, one may ohoo3e oJc 
At will except for its regularity on ot С (*•') , Trannltion 
from the given ч Л to another Is equivalent to addition of a re
gular (on tCl*') ) two-point solution of Eq. (6) to 
an originally ohosen G"t U,*'j. 

The vector d«J2 is tangent to the geodesic oonneotlng x 
with V-' . Therefore Eqs. (ll)-(13)may be Integrated along 
every geodeslo as an ordinary Suffer ontial equation with a 
oanonloal parameter us. the Independent variable ( see,e.g., ' ) . 



We olte the result for Wnt*iX'j." 

the integration being performed along the geodesic At last i t 
should be noted that al l fomulae and assertions of the seotion 
ore valid only in suoh a domain of "̂ 4,3 where any point x 
can be connected with *•' by a geodeslo and this one i s 
unique. 

Is there any reasonable xestrlotion on iJo(*..x',l in 
addition to i t s regularity on ЛС(х'; ? ia principle» 
i t night hare singularities in some points that do not belong to 
at С Cx'J . Prom general conditions on vrp ix.x') and from 

Eq. (14) i t follows that any singularities off -stC l*'J 
must be exaluded in the domain of exlstenoe and uniqueness of 
geodeaioa. Equation (14) sets the minimal order of regularity 
of 'vJ'o whioh i s neoessary for regularity of \*Г ( зс, ac'j 
in the domain. For the integral in Eq. (14) to be oonvergent an 
any geodesio radiating from x ' the function ( of v ) 
П "uTn-i mayi at moat, hare a singularity of the type 

JW± „,<i t"-oo«st . 

On a given geodeslo of with me trio tensor gwptxj 
one has 
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where X Is the point at wHoh tl = "C , i . e . , 
JC " = l l « ' ' j ; * - - * ( t ) . so If the geodesic oonneotlng x 

and X' passes through эс'1 no are to have 

where I i and u are some funotlonn regular at X - J . " 

This oondition Is f u l f i l l e d by the substitution 

fa and ii being any functions with regular second 
derivatives at x " . I t la easy to be convinced of that such 
a behaviour of iJaCx.x'J guarantees regularity of a l l ^,'S 
at * " • Obviously; th i s result may be formulated also so that 

S i W C . ^ i n allowed to have, -Long a geodesic, a singula
r i ty of the form 

oc being a point on the geodesic. 

3. Representations of ССП for a scalar f i e ld in H 3*3 
The metric form of a closed homogeneous isotropic space-time 

may be written as 



v/here ilfi I s a funotlon of t ime- l ike coordinate %, ? 

are some ourvllinear coordinates -n a three-dimensional sphere 

i$i) of the unit radius. 

Canonloal quantization of the scalar f i e l d , obeying 

Eq. (6 ) , In HcJi,3 has been performed In paper' and now we 

only reproduce i t s main results with s l ight changes in nota

t ions. The f ield operator 'f may be represented by separation of 

variables in the form 

are (c-number) harmonic polynomials of power 5 

in homogeneous coordinates h,(f) , a = 1 ,2 ,3 |4 on Р Э , 

In other words Ssc la a spherical function on Р з . в* 

i s a oolleotive index for two quantum numbers that enumerate 

basis elements in the (•J*!'-dimensional space of harmonic 

polynomials of fixed power S ; we shal l not need йоге 

detai ls of the bas i s . The operator 1*str s a t i s f i e s the equation 

where the dots mean differentiation with respeot to 1. 

At an i n i t i a l moment of time *jo we Impose the canonical 

commutation re lat ions between /Usa-(l>) and lAjr(»£«0 whloh 

are equivalent to the relations between •fllcf) and 

b*>f{.rlc,tJ • A 3 the form of 4{<1) I s not flxea we may assume 
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И о -О without loss of generality» Then, In notations 
%ie - 1*ic lOi ana psf i "usc ( О ,) we have 

(18) 
L^iF, PJV J= i-***"'«•(• • • 

Bien "Wie-CtjJ may be represented ал 

where So= 6Vv(S4lj»+№««?, & S « ( o ; , and ' K * = ' W j i y ; 

are two oomplex conjugate c-nunber solutions of Eq. (6) defined 
by the I n i t i a l conditions 

Otf (.о; = j = , l i f C.OJ = t LJTo . 

Using Co.» (19) we represent the f i e l d operator *f In 

the form analogous to the expansion of the free f ie ld in the 

f lat spaoe-time in positive and negative frequency solutions 

f w e j f k У htr^H * cirVUvJ'Q [fcCJjJ. ( г о ) 

where the operators 

satisfy the usual oonmutation relations for creation (C J 

13 



and annihilation C operators. We realloe £«• as opera
tors of oreatlon and annihilation In a quasi Fook space Ф 
with a 0(4)-invoriant oyollo reotor J 0> defined by the equa
tion 

However the representation of CCR thus obtained la not 
the unique 0(4)-lnvarlant one» To find others we turn to expan
sion (20). The fnnetlcna 

form а basis In the space of solutions of Eq. (6) with the 
usual Klein-Gordon scalar product 

*»v<ws jr. *£•<?'<&• с "Rl 

c*.*j» иЦ/й(р(* /* | - - *£**.), (22) 

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugation. In this space 
a representation of the group 0(4) Is realized which Is reducib
le sinoo for a fixed £ each of the functions fsf 
and ¥ s r separately form bases of two equivalent irreducib
le representations of 0(4)» As a oonsequenoe of their equiva
lence the linear transformations exist whloh mix ^ *** 
and ^ s c and conserve scalar product (22) while commute with 
operators of the reducible group representation in the space of 

14 



solutions of Ее.. (6) . Correspondingly, there exists the 

Bogolubvr transformation of C | r ( l . e . i a transformation 

that preserves the usual commutation relations for G jc - j 

whloh commutes with al l generators of the group representation» 

Its general form Is 

\ U - u 4 i * ,Z3) 
I A*| < 1 } 

u-
\} i~ I An» 

Obviously C ^ r = CsrCO). 

These Ĉ ,,. С A» ) axe the creation and annihilation 
operators in a quasi Fook spaoe with the cyclic vector |0,{*i]^ 
defined by the equation 

So any oholoe of on Infinite sequenoe J A${ * { >o/ At, ••• J 
gives rise to a quasi Fook xepxeaentatlon of CCS. In particular 
our original representation corresponds to the sequence {.o}. 
In general, representations corresponding to different sequenoes 
are unitary non-equivalent. Two representations defined by 
sequenoes {_ As } and ( A,' \ are unitary equivalent if the 
series YZ Cs*!)11 Ai-ХП*" oonverges' ' • Thus in spite of 
the considerable symmetry of the system we have a large 
arbitrariness in the ohoioe of representations of OCR. 
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How would the situation uhange If the external gravitational 
f ield wore utatic? suppose vip = бе = a>mt/ 

then TiV ~ £,••"• I _fsr i and the group of motion 

of space-time i s t r i v i a l l y extended to the direct produot 
X* 0(4), whore T0 Is the one-parameter group of time trans
lat ions . Representations of X * ° (4) 1» subspaoos separa
tely spanned by "I'se- and V%e for fixed S are trreduoib-
l e and non-equivalent In view of different signs of the eigen
values of the generator t A . Consequently therein no Bogo-
lubov transformation of the form Eq. (23) whioh oommutes with 
a l l the generators of representation of the group in 4? • 
In this sense the original representation of CCR ia unique. 
Such a uniqueness occurs also in the more general case when the 
group of motion consists of l 0 merely , i . e . . t h e metric 
I s s tat ic without any spatial symmetry, s e e , e . g . ,"•", 

4. The eycl io state expectation values of two 
time-ordered f ield operators v s . the Feynman 

propagator 

Now we shall search for the 0(4)-invarlant quasi-Fock 
representations of CCR In which the cyol ic state expectation 
value of time-ordered product of two scalar f ie ld operators 

can be reduoed t o the form of G P l * , x ' J 0 f Soo.2. In the 
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representation defined by a sequence {, К j we u:ie the 
expansion in Cj^lAJ analogous to Bq. (20) and substitute 
i t Into Eq, (24), Theni application of tho summation thnorom for 
harmonlo polynomials ( зое ,e.g. | 1 4 ' v . l , p.163) 

^'Чс-U^J T^Lmt'd" »»^»W, 

where 

gives 

(as) 

where 

G(x,*'i{o})= Z.^*i> b««ts**n [ec^- iv •w;ii<i"*i'jv + 

+ в( ч '- г ; uli-t, ul tyj }Alu'&)W 

s=° 1- U 4 r 

«lth 

We will show G (*••*'I \0 J J to have the sane singula
rities on <£Cl*'J as (TF (*!>•'J has. To this end we make 
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use of the uniformly convergent series of int'iraotione in powers 
of (s+l;-i for WjtjJ obtained in' 1 3'. Se write out 
explicitly just the terns which can give rise to divergences of 
series (26) and so singularities In G (*.*•'ЮЛ): 

..t,,. . С*^.1)Я r ±_ + uj* r g\.,j,itOts-^'j] 

After substitution of this expression into Bq. (26) and writing 
out explicitly only divergent terns we have 

Glx.i'U»iHAiv,:,>£e-£j'»-'''si..si- [l- fe'l5V«Vj|J* 
s=i T 

The series In the first term diverges everywhere but it has a 
generalized sun which nay be calculated by means of regulariza-
tlon via the substitution I ц- ц' I —* U - ̂' | - it-, 6 >0. 
The result is 

1 
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Bere 
ptx.x'j = Co**- CoH.i-1') ^30) 

a regular funotlon» It Is easy to see that the surface p(x,x'; = О 
la Just £.& <**'•>. 

What Is a connection between the geodesio Interval 
and ptx.x 1) ? Suppose that 

where J U I * , X ' J * 0 when jKx.,x'; = О in a finite 
neighbourhood of x' , Substitution of this expression 
into Eq. (4) leads necessarily to \>— 1 and to an equation 
for n.i(x,x'j that may be represented in the form 

If X 6 d.C!(x'J , i.e., -ft- (x, * 0 = О this is an equation 
along a null geodesic, in the case of H Ji, i Eq. (?) for Л 
may be reduced to the same form of Eq. (32) up to replacement 
of 'S'tii'i'.^, £,&, J4, **$*) ЪУ a o m e %i.T-l'j/t>&.t. 6 Л, â tij. 
So j"(x,J£.V ап^ л (x, x'j satisfy tbe same equation on &C(x'J 
and under the condition vim /u U,*'j = i .these functions 

x->x'' 
ooinoide with eaoh other there. Note that Д(х,хО > О 
and consequently JM 4'»(x, x'J > О in a neighbourhood of <£C(x'J 
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in the domain under consideration slnoe l£in d (X, *V = i 
and Д (x, x'; = 0 only for the points of Inter
section of geodesies radiating from x.' , i.e.,for points 
which are outside the domain. Therefore we nay write now 

G(*,x'/№(taV'f At - iE^fai^ Ь(л-^1 ^ V J I • 

Henoe It i s seen that G(-*. •*•'! L°i ) has the same s ingula
r i t i e s as G> ( x , x') ( Eq. (a) ),and we are l e f t to 
require that <jfac,x' l{AiJJ and & I *•. *•'|{Л».И should have 
the regularity properties of UTCJCX'J. 

We start with series (27) and write out expl ic i t ly the 
"dangerous** terms 

Comparison with GCx ,X' l { . 0 ] ) shows that i f the sequence 

{ ^ s j were arbitrary ( hut I > « ! < 1 ) 5 c * , x ' l { A » l J 

might have s ingulari t ies on the l ight conoids of some points 

X Sk X . For example! If €cm arg ht'Q then the singularity 

can oe on £Cl*-°) * " having the coordinates, - { ' ? ' . 
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Aooording to Seo.2 we have to Impose suoh oondltlons on 
behaviour of Л& for s-»"» that exclude any singularities from 

(r(x.x'\{Ai\) hut In principle admit singularities of the 
form of Co.. (15) for da <r(*.*•'l{AiJ,l • So this end wo oonslder 
the derivative with respeot to jf or ^ of the trigonometric 
series in Eq. (33). Aocording to the known theorem, see,e,e. ' , 
following from the Parseval equality, the sum of the derivative 
Is R aquare-integrable funotion of the variables 1*i'±^ 
if the series JT (S-U/UJI converges and vioe versa. Shis means 
that at most 6w G(x,*'l{AiiJ may have singularities 
of the form 

b*Q(.x,x4 [hi) ~ <*»it (.4+4' if -C ) ~ * U<1 , 

С being a constant. This condition coincides with 
the one of Eg.. (15) in view of Eq. (31) with >> = 1 and 
definition of J> by Eq. (30) . 

How we recall that representations of CCR defined by 
sequences l ^ t i satisfying the condition 

E (S*l i t lXsl t < « 

form a class of unitary equivalence that contains the one 
defined by { 0 } and as we have seen only i s this class 
G(x,*'|{AsiJ satisfies the minimal requirements on <J>C*.*') 
of Seo.2. In spite of the particular charaoter of the considered 
external field the result seems to be interesting for i t provides 
a possible way to essential constraints on the ohoioe of 
representation of CCR in the general oase. 
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